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Field-induced phase transitions in antiferroelectric liquid crystals

Tiezheng Qian and P. L. Taylor
Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

~Received 17 March 1999!

A theoretical study is made of the process by which an antiferroelectric smectic liquid crystal undergoes a
field-induced transition to ferroelectric alignment. We find that for cells of moderate thickness the initial
departure from antiferroelectric alignment occurs as a continuous Fre´edericksz transition. The following tran-
sition from partial alignment to complete ferroelectric ordering may occur as either a first-order or continuous
transition, depending on the relative strength of some of the model parameters. The case where the transition
is continuous provides a possible mechanism for some recently observed thresholdless transitions in these
systems.@S1063-651X~99!01609-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electric-field-induced transition between antifer
electric~AF! smecticCA* (SCA* ), and ferroelectric~F! smec-
tic C* (SC* ) phases in AF liquid crystals~AFLC’s! con-
stitutes the basis of tristable switching, which has sho
great advantages over the bistable switching found
surface-stablized ferroelectric liquid crystal cells in displ
applications@1#. This field-induced phenomenon not only e
hibits the threshold and hysteresis behavior, for which i
valued in display applications, but also shows interest
phase transition kinetics, an example of which is quasi-o
dimensional fingerlike solitary-wave propagation parallel
the smectic layers@2#. The study of this field-induced trans
tion is therefore not only necessary for display design, bu
also important for physical understanding of both the ph
stabilization mechanism inSCA* andSC* and the nonlinear
dynamical process involved in the phase transition kineti

A phenomenological model based on nearest-neighbo
teractions between smectic layers has been proposed
basis for the study of the various static and dynamic prop
ties of AFLC’s @3#, including devil’s staircases in the com
mensurability of the director helical structure@3#, the field-
induced Fre´edericksz transition@4#, and field- and quench
induced propagating fingers@2,3,5#. This model takes into
account the elastic distortion, the effective layer-layer int
action, the coupling of local polarization with the applie
field, the dielectric anisotropy, and the surface anchoring
fect. In this paper, we adopt and generalize this mode
investigate systematically the field-induced Fre´edericksz
transition and the field-induced AF-F transition. The phase
sequence is explored through a free energy minimization
a moderately thin cell with surface anchoring effects
cluded. The critical fields are obtained for the two pha
transitions and the characteristics of these phase transi
are discussed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we gene
ize our model by adding an energy barrier term to the lay
layer interaction. This term will be shown to affect the ord
of the AF-F transition. We then reformulate our model b
introducing two auxiliary angle variables, which represe
the relative rotation and the mean rotation of the directors
adjacent smectic layers, respectively. This is equivalent
PRE 601063-651X/99/60~3!/2978~7!/$15.00
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coupled model that incorporates the cooperative motion
all smectic layers rather than neglecting the molecular ro
tion in those layers whose initial local polarization w
aligned in the direction of the applied field@4#. In Sec. III,
we discuss the Fre´edericksz transition. For moderately th
cells ~thickness;severalmm) and weak fields, we map th
field-induced director rotation to a nematic Fre´edericksz
transition problem. We show that a continuous transiti
characterized by a director rotating in the same sense in
jacent layers, occurs at a critical fieldEF , which is shown to
be inversely proportional to the cell thickness. It is al
pointed out that due to the existence of a certain small
finite intrinsic length scale~;10 nm!, it is no longer valid to
map the field-induced director rotation to a nematic Fre´eder-
icksz transition problem when the cell thickness is com
rable to this intrinsic length. This explains why there is
critical thickness below which continuous rotation in th
same sense in adjacent layers becomes inaccessible@3,4#. In
Sec. IV, we discuss the AF-F transition. We note that afte
the Fréedericksz transition, the same-sense director rota
quickly saturates, while a relative director rotation in ad
cent layers is gradually induced by an increasing field, res
ing in a weakened AF order. We find that at another criti
field Eth , the weakened AF order becomes unstable an
transition from the AF state to theF state may be nucleated
We show that the AF-F transition can be of either first orde
or second order, depending on the height of the energy
rier introduced in Sec. II, with these two regions being se
rated by a tricritical point. For small barrier height, the tra
sition is of second order, and this may be related to
observed feature of AF-F switching, namely, thresholdles
antiferroelectricity@6#. When the barrier height is sufficientl
large, there is a first-order AF-F phase transition with a pre
transitional effect in the AF state. The critical fieldEth is
shown to be independent of either cell thickness or surf
treatment for the practical case of a moderately thin cell. T
metastability ranges of the AF andF states are calculated fo
E.Eth and E,Eth , respectively. In Sec. V, we conclud
this paper with a discussion of possible future improveme
in our model.

II. MODEL

We begin by listing some of the parameters and variab
that might be necessary to build a model capable of exhi
2978 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 60 2979FIELD-INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS IN . . .
ing most of the observed phenomena. We shall then dis
how various truncated models may be used to describe
ticular phenomena. This reduction in complexity is necess
to allow an identification of particular phenomena with sp
cific ranges of the defining parameters in the model.

The geometry of the system is defined in Fig. 1~a!. The
smectic layers lie in thex-z plane and the cell surfaces lie i
the x-y plane, so that the applied electric fieldE is in thez
direction. The directorn in the i th layer is assumed to b
confined to a cone whose surface is at an angleu to the layer
normal, and is thus completely defined by the azimut
anglef i that the projection ofn onto thex-z plane makes
with the x axis. The electric polarization within a layer
assumed to be of magnitudeP0 and to lie in a direction

parallel ton3 ŷ. The local energy density of the interactio
of this polarization with an applied electric field is the
2P0E cosfi . An additional term in the energy density o
the form 2 1

2 Dee0 sin2 uE2 sin2 fi , with e0 the vacuum per-
mittivity, is due to the dielectric anisotropyDe. It is permis-
sible to neglect the dielectric anisotropy whenE
!2P0 /uDeue0 sin2 u;1.53109 V/m. Further terms are pos
sible when a longitudinal component of the polarization
included, but we shall neglect these in this work.

The interaction between molecules makes itself felt
several ways. Intralayer interactions are most simply rep
sented in terms of elastic energy, and appear in the free
ergy density as terms of the form1

2 K sin2u@(]fi /]x)2

1(]fi /]z)2#. This is not the most general form possible, a
may be inadequate at high fields, where terms quartic
]f i /]x and]f i /]z may be significant. That is, the motio
of one molecule may be influenced by that of its neighbo

FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the model antiferroelectric liquid cry
tal. ~b! The two anglesf andc define the field-induced rotation o
the directors in layers that were initially aligned parallel and an
parallel, respectively, to the applied field. The mean off and c
gives the angleb that characterizes the Fre´edericksz transition,
while half of the difference between them gives the anglea that
characterizes the AF-F transition.
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a process more akin to a collision than is the force due t
Hookean spring.

Interlayer interactions are perhaps the most poorly und
stood component of any model of AFLC’s. These presu
ably consist of a combination of electrostatic and ste
forces with entropic effects related to small incursions
molecules into adjacent layers. For there to be a net elec
static interaction that tends to orient a given dipole, th
must be correlations in position between neighboring laye
since a uniform sheet of in-plane polarization produces
external field. Even the sign of this interaction, and henc
determination of whether this force component favorsF or
AF alignment, is thus a consequence of the particular na
of those correlations. In the absence of better knowledge
the interlayer forces, we assume a model in which this te
is represented by some unknown functionV„f i 11(x,z)
2f i(x,z)…. We then take only the first two Fourier compo
nents to be significant, and write it in the formU cos(fi11
2fi)2

1
2Jcos@2(fi112fi)#. A positive coefficientU favors

the AF ordering, while a positiveJ equally promotes the AF
and F ordering, but leads to an energy cost whenuf i 11
2f i uÞ0 or p. The second-harmonicJ term thereby repre-
sents an energy barrier between the AF andF ordering, and
will be shown to play an essential role in determining t
characteristics of the AF-F transition. In earlier treatment
@2#, we have included the effects of the chiral nature of t
molecules by adding to the termU cos(fi112fi) a small
term b sin(fi112fi). It is this addition that gives rise to th
weakly helical form of the director as one passes from la
to layer. In the present treatment we neglect this te
thereby assuming that the effect of surface anchoring
applied fields are sufficient to suppress the helicity.

Finally we must include the energy of interaction of th
liquid crystal with the surfaces of the cell. These anchor
terms are the most troublesome to treat theoretically beca
being localized at the substrate surfaces, they are a stro
varying function ofz. We shall account for them by includ
ing in the free energy a termw0d(z6d/2)sin2fi with d the
cell thickness, andw0 a positive constant when the surfac
anchoring is planar. For polar anchoring, a further te
w1@d(z1d/2)2d(z2d/2)#cosfi must be added, but we ne
glect this complication in favor of a model of non-polar a
choring. With this inclusion, the working model for the fre
energyF of the system is nowF5DS i* f idxdz, with D the
layer thickness, and

f i5
1

2
K sin2uF S ]f i

]x D 2

1S ]f i

]z D 2G1U cos~f i 112f i !

2
J

2
cos@2~f i 112f i !#2P0E cosf i . ~1!

In the AF phase in the absence of an applied field,
anglesf i alternate between 0 andp as one passes from
layer to layer. We assume that, with our neglect of helici
this pattern of alternation persists in the presence of app
fields. We then need consider only the values off i(x,z)
within two adjacent layers. All succeeding pairs of laye
will then merely be a repetition of these@7#. We denote the

-
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2980 PRE 60TIEZHENG QIAN AND P. L. TAYLOR
value off i in all odd layers asw and in all even layers a
p1c. At equilibrium in the field-free AF structure we the
havew5c50.

Because the most important interactions are the interla
forces, it is convenient to work in terms of the relative o
entation of two adjacent layers. Accordingly, we define
new variablesa[(c2w)/2 and b[(c1w)/2 @see Fig.
1~b!#. The significance of the anglea is that it changes from
0 to p/2 as the ordering changes from antiferroelectric
ferroelectric. The angleb, on the other hand, characteriz
the simultaneous rotation of two adjacent layers in the sa
direction. We shall see that it is a change ofb that describes
the Fréedericksz transition. In terms of these the free ene
per bilayer becomes 2D* f dxdz, with f 5 f e1 f h1 f s , and

f e5
K sin2u

2 F S ]a

]x D 2

1S ]a

]z D 2

1S ]b

]x D 2

1S ]b

]z D 2G , ~2a!

f h52U cos 2a2
J

2
cos 4a2P0E sina sinb, ~2b!

f s5w0$@sin2a cos2b1cos2a sin2b#uz52d/2

1@sin2a cos2b1cos2a sin2b#uz5d/2%. ~2c!

In the next two sections, we will show that in moderate
thin cells (d; a few mm), the Fre´edericksz transition in-
volves a continuous change in bothb and a, while in the
AF-F transitionb is constant buta may change discontinu
ously.

III. FRÉ EDERICKSZ TRANSITION

In this section we investigate the Fre´edericksz transition.
We identify two length scales, one being intrinsic and t
other field-dependent, and show that the transition occ
when the cell thicknessd becomes comparable to the fiel
dependent lengthjb . The critical field EF is found to be
inversely proportional tod when d is much larger than the
intrinsic length scale. In this regime, the transition is contin
ous, and characterized by the rotationb. However, whend
becomes comparable to or smaller than the intrinsic len
scale, a continuous transition becomes inaccessible a
first-order AF-F transition occurs instead.

The Fréedericksz transition takes place when the appl
field reaches a critical value at which the undistorted
state becomes unstable. We start from the bulk free-en
density f b5 f e1 f h , which we reduce to

f b5
K sin2u

2
@~]za!21~]zb!2#2U cos 2a2

J

2
cos 4a

2P0E sina sinb ~3!

by assuming uniformity in thex direction. Minimization of
* f bdz yields two coupled second-order differential equatio

K sin2 u]z
2a22U sin 2a22J sin 4a1P0E cosa sinb50,

~4a!

K sin2 u]z
2b1P0E sina cosb50, ~4b!
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as the bulk Euler-Lagrange equations away from the t
surfacesz56d/2. From Eqs.~3! and ~4a!, we see that an
intrinsic length scale

ja5AK sin2u/4U

can be defined. It is associated with the competition betw
elastic and interlayer forces in determininga(z). Using K
;10211 N, u;20°, andU;33103 J/m3 @2#, we haveja
;10 nm, which is of the same order of magnitude as
liquid crystal ~LC! molecular length. This suggests that
will be permissible to treata as locally determined byb if
the characteristic lengthl over which the field-induced spa
tial variation ofb takes place is much larger thanja . Math-
ematically, this is equivalent to neglecting the term]z

2a in
Eq. ~4a!, which leaves us with the result

4~U12J cos 2a!sina cosa5P0E cosa sinb. ~5!

For E@U/P0, the only solution isa→p/2, i.e., theF state.
Here we focus on theE!U/P0 regime, which is character
ized by a rotation ofb with a small, i.e., a rotation in the
same sense of the directors in adjacent layers, with the l
AF order thus retained. Neglecting terms of higher order
a, we substitute sina5P0Esinb/(4U18J) into f h5
2U cos 2a2J/2 cos 4a2P0Esina sinb, and obtain an effec-
tive homogeneous free-energy densityf hb in terms of b
only,

f hb52U2
J

2
2

P0
2E2

8U116J
sin2b, ~6!

which is correct to second order inP0E/(U12J). A field-
induced length scale

jb~E!5A4~U12J!K sin2u/P0
2E2

can thus be defined to describe the elastic correlation ob.
For E!U/P0, we havejb@ja , in consistency with the
original condition l @ja for the validity of neglecting the
]z

2a term in Eq.~4a!. This is analogous to the convention
treatment for nematic LC’s; the Frank-Oseen continu
theory is applicable when the characteristic length o
which elastic distortion takes place is much larger than
intrinsic LC correlation length@8#.

It is readily seen that the field-induced rotation ofb is
equivalent to the Fre´edericksz transition problem in a nem
atic LC cell @8#. We then rewrite the free-energy densi
including the surface energy,

f b5K sin2u~]zb!2/21 f hb1 f s@d~z1d/2!1d~z2d/2!#/2,

in the form

f b5
P0

2E2

8U116J
$jb

2~]zb!22sin2b%

1@d~z1d/2!1d~z2d/2!#w0 sin2b ~7!

for P0E!U and uau!ubu. This is equivalent to the free
energy density of a nematic cell in which the substrat
lying in thex-y plane, favor homogeneous alignment in thex
direction and the electric field is applied perpendicular to
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PRE 60 2981FIELD-INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS IN . . .
substrates~for positive dielectric anisotropy only!. In this
mapping,b is to be regarded as the angle the componen
the nematic director in thex-z plane makes with thex axis,
with K sin2u acting as the splay-bend elastic constant andjb
playing the role of electric coherence length. We thus obt
in the strong anchoring limit in whichw0→`, the critical
field EF` from the conditiond5pjb @8#, which gives

EF`5
2p

P0d
A~U12J!K sin2u. ~8!

A linear analysis similar to that employed in Ref.@9# can be
easily applied to obtain Eq.~8!. In Ref. @4#, the critical field
in the case of infinite anchoring strength was found to be

EF5
1

P0
A@2U1K sin2u~p/d!2#224U2,

which agrees with Eq.~8! for J50 in the limit whered
@ja and thusEF`!U/P0. For d comparable toja , then
EF`;U/P0, which makesjb;ja , and is strong enough to
destroy the local AF order. Consequently, before a conti
ous rotation ofb can happen, an abrupt jump ina occurs.
This results in a critical thickness below which homogene
nucleation of the cell becomes inaccessible@4#. The maxi-
mum b in the midplane of the cell, wherez50, is deter-
mined by

d

2jb
sinbM5E

0

bMF12S sinb

sinbM
D 2G21/2

db, ~9!

which gives bM}AE2EF` as E initially increases above
EF` . With K;10211 J, u;20°, U;33103 J/m3, P0
;7.531024 C/m2, and 2J/U;1 ~see Sec. IV!, the
d-independent critical voltageEF`d is found to be;0.6 V.
For d52 mm, this givesEF`;33105 V/m.

To confirm this reasoning, numerical calculations we
carried out, with the term of dielectric anisotropy first i
cluded in and then excluded from the expression of the fr
energy functional. It is verified that there is no apprecia
difference between the results obtained by including and
glecting theDe term. The equilibrium state is given by thos
values ofa(z) andb(z) that minimize the free-energy func
tional. For the fixed boundary conditionsa(6d/2)5b
(6d/2)50 ~i.e., in the strong anchoring limitw0→`), the
second-order nature of the Fre´edericksz transition in moder
ately thin cells was verified. The numerically obtained cr
cal field agrees well with the analytical expression in Eq.~8!.
For finite anchoring, the Fre´edericksz transition is still con
tinuous as long as the surface extrapolation lengthl s
.K sin2u/w0 is much smaller thand. Ford ranging from 1 to
10 mm, a moderately strong anchoring havingw0
;1024 J/m2 gives l s.10 nm, and thus suffices to keep th
second-order nature of the Fre´edericksz transition, as wa
numerically verified. In addition, the critical fieldEF is still
found to be approximately proportional to 1/d, but smaller
than theEF` given in Eq.~8!.

In Fig. 2, the field-dependence off(0) andc(0) at the
midplane are shown ford52 mm, K510211 N, U53.0
3103 J/m3, J51.03103 J/m3, P057.531024 C/m2,
De521.0, u520°, and w051.031024 J/m2. It is seen
f

,

-

s

e

e-
e
e-

that f(0) andc(0) undergo a transition in which they in
crease from zero continuously atE5EF . In particular,f(0)
andc(0) approximately exhibit a square-root dependence
E2EF , as shown in the enlarged detail of Fig. 2 given
Fig. 3. The equilibrium free energy exhibits a quadratic d
pendence onE2EF , for E close to but larger thanEF , as
shown in Fig. 4, and as expected for a mean-field seco
order transition. Further increasing the field induces a fi
order phase transition for which the transition point and
coexistence range of the stable and metastable states are
depicted in Fig. 2. This AF-F transition will be discussed in
Sec. IV.

FIG. 2. Director orientationsf(0) ~solid line! andc(0) ~dashed
line! of alternate smectic layers are plotted as functions of app
voltage. The Fre´edericksz transition occurs atEFd50.64 V, as
marked by the upward arrow. The hysteresis loop is drawn betw
ELd510.6 V andEUd523.0 V. The thermodynamic first-orde
transition between ferroelectric and antiferroelectric alignment
curs atEthd520.8 V, as marked by the downward arrow. The p
rameters defined in the text used for calculation ared52 mm, K
510211 N, U53.03103 J/m3, J51.03103 J/m3, P057.5
31024 C/m2, De521.0, u520°, andw051.031024 J/m2.

FIG. 3. This detail from Fig. 2 shows the approximate squa
root dependence onE2EF for E>EF of the director deviations in
adjacent layers.
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IV. AF- F TRANSITION

For d of the order of a few micrometers, a strong enou
applied field (E>5EF`) can causejb to be much less thand
~i.e., jb<d/5p). Meanwhile, forE less than or of the sam
order of magnitude asU/P0;43106 V/m;15EF` ~for d
;2 mm), ja (;10 nm) is less than or just comparable
jb . It follows that forja<jb!d, the spatial variations ofa
andb only exist in the two boundary layers of characteris
thicknessjb while in the bulka(z) and b(z) are uniform,
with b5p/2. This is confirmed in the numerical resul
shown in Fig. 5. It is also verified by looking at the optim
configurations that minimize the total free energy forE
;U/P0, which is of the same order of magnitude as t
critical field for the AF-F transition depicted in Fig. 2. In
consequence the uniform bulk has its value ofa determined
by the homogeneous free energy densityf ha[ f h(a,b
5p/2),

FIG. 4. Variation of total equilibrium free energy per area~in
units ofUd), plotted as a function of applied voltageV5Ed in the
vicinity of EFd. It approximates a quadratic dependence onE
2EF for E>EF . The Fréedericksz transition is noted atEFd
50.64 V.

FIG. 5. Spatial variations of the director deviationsf ~solid
line!, c ~dashed line!, and their meanb ~dash-dotted line! for V
5Ud/P058 V. The parameters used for calculation are the sa
as those for Fig. 2.
h

f ha52U cos 2a2
J

2
cos 4a2P0E sina, ~10!

which determines the critical fieldEth for the AF-F transi-
tion. Using the same parameters used for producing Fig
we have verified that forE>0.4U/P0, minimizing f ha gives
the bulk a that is equal to the midplanea(0) obtained
through a minimization of the total free energy. It is the
obvious thatEth is independent of bothd and the surface
anchoring condition, as long as the ratio ofd (; a fewmm)
to ja (;10 nm) is of the order of 100 or larger. Thi
agrees with experimental observations ford as small as
5 mm @5,10#.

From the effective free-energy densityf ha , it can be
readily deduced that the change ina becomes appreciabl
only atE>U/P0@EF , long after the rotation ofb saturates
in the bulk. Minimizing f ha gives

~4U18J cos 2a!sina cosa5P0E cosa. ~11!

For E!U/P0, the solutionaA.P0E/(4U18J)!1, close to
the perfect AF statea50, is stable. The other two solutions
a56p/2, existing for arbitraryE, are required to represen
two free energy maxima atE50, since deep in the AF
phase, theF state is unstable for small fields@11#. This leads
to the condition thatU.2J. Note that the original free-
energy densityf in Eq. ~3! is invariant under the transforma
tion a→2a andb→2b. Here we work withb5p/2 and
E>0, and thus the state withaF5p/2 is lower in energy
than that havinga52p/2, which always corresponds to a
energy maximum. ForE@U/P0 , aF5p/2, a perfectF state,
is the only stable solution. However, whether there is a fi
order transition connecting the nearly AF state (E!U/P0)
and the perfectF state (E@U/P0) is not obvious. In the
absence of the barrierJ term, there are two solutions,a
5arcsin(P0E/4U) and a5p/2 for 0<E,4U/P0, and only
one solution, a5p/2 for E>4U/P0. The solution at
arcsin(P0E/4U) is stable for 0<E,4U/P0 while that atp/2
is stable forE.4U/P0. At E54U/P0, a second-order phas
transition occurs, with] f ha(a5p/2)/]a50 and ]2f ha(a
5p/2)/]a250. Hence there is no first-order transition fo
J50, since the increasing field just turns the AF state in
theF state continuously. The presence of theJ term therefore
becomes physically necessary to explain the observed fi
order nature of the AF-F transition.

The condition for the existence of a first-order phase tr
sition can be readily derived from Eq.~11!. First, we note
that the number of solutions of Eq.~11! varies withE. We
first consider the case whereJ<U/10. For E.EL , where
EL[(4U28J)/P0, there is only the solutionaF5p/2. For
0<E<EL , on the other hand, there is an additional soluti
aA . For small E, we find aA.P0E/(4U18J). Conse-
quently, there is always only one stable state, being eitheraA
whenE,EL or aF5p/2 whenE.EL . At E5EL , again the
second-order transition fromaA to aF occurs. In the case
whereJ.U/10, however, the situation is quite different. F
0<E,EL , there are two solutions,aF5p/2 and a further
solution aA . For EL<E,EU , where EU[4(U
12J)3/2/33/2P0J1/2, there is a third solution, which we ca
aB . This solution takes on the valuep/2 whenE5EL , and
decreases asE is increased aboveEL . As E reachesEU , the
e
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PRE 60 2983FIELD-INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS IN . . .
two solutions aB and aA merge to a single value
arcsinA(U12J)/12J, which we callaM . The physics under-
lying the above appearance and disappearance of solutio
clear. For 0<E,EL , aA is the only stable state, andaF
5p/2 is an energy maximum. AsE reaches EL ,
]2f ha(p/2)/]a2 vanishes. After that, a metastable stateaF
appears. Somewhere betweenEL andEU , at a critical field
Eth there is a first-order transition when the energy of
state ataF becomes equal to that ataA . After this aF be-
comes the new stable state andaA becomes metastable. AsE
reachesEU , the state ataA becomes absolutely unstable.

We have already derived the coexistence rangeEL,E
,EU of the stable~metastable! aA state and the metastab
~stable! aF state forJ.U/10. The critical fieldEth can be
derived by solving foraA in Eq. ~11! and equatingf ha(aA)
to f ha(aF). Under the conditionU/10,J,U/2, the solution
aA of (4U18J cos 2a)sina5P0E is given by

aA5arcsinS 2
~12 iA3!~U12J!

44/3JR
2

~11 iA3!R

6•21/3 D ,

~12!

which exists for 0<E<EU , whereR is given by

R5F2
27P0E

16J
1 iA4S 3U16J

4J D 3

2S 27P0E

16J D 2G1/3

,

with arg(R)P@p/6, p/3# andaA then being real. It can be
shown that]2f ha(aA)/]a2.0 for 0<E,EU and thataA
50 at E50. Together with the fact that]2f ha(p/2)/]a2

.0 for E.EL , these relations indicate that there is a fir
order phase transition betweenaA andaF . The critical field
Eth is determined by the equation

2U cos 2aA~Eth!2
J

2
cos 4aA~Eth!2P0Eth sinaA~Eth!

5U2
J

2
2P0Eth , ~13!

whereaA(Eth) is given by Eq.~12! at Eth . At the tricritical
point J5U/10, we find thatEL5EU , and aA5aF at E
5EL .

In Fig. 6, the free-energy densities of theaA andaF states
for U54J are plotted as functions ofE in their respective
stable and metastable ranges. The existence of the first-o
phase transition is noted. In Fig. 7, the discontinuity ina at
the transition point, given byaF2aA(Eth), is plotted as a
function of J/U. In Fig. 8, the three fieldsEL , Eth , andEU
~in units of U/P0) are plotted as functions ofJ/U.

The existence of the tricritical pointJ5U/10, at which
the first-order AF-F transition becomes second order, im
plies that the order of transition may be tuned by varying
ratio of barrier height to energy difference,J/U. This may be
related to thresholdless antiferroelectricity, a term used
describe the observed continuous change from the AF s
to the F state @6#. From the V-shaped characterist
transmittance-voltage curves, it was conjectured by I
et al. @6# that with a diminished barrier separatingSCA* and
SC* , the azimuthal anglesf i and f i 11 in adjacent layers
may become uncorrelated. As a result,f i may vary ran-
s is

e

-

der

e

to
te

i

domly from layer to layer, and the effect of an applied fie
would be to establish gradually theSC* order. In fact, the
term ‘‘thresholdless antiferroelectricity’’ was originally in
troduced for this randomization of azimuthal angle variati
from layer to layer@6#. Here we see another possibility
while the low-field state is still of conventional AF order, th
change from AF toF ordering can be continuous if the pa
rameterJ is sufficiently small. More generally, the electr
polarization can either vary continuously over the ent
range of applied fields, or may have a discontinuity who
magnitude depends on the parameters of the model.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the two electric-fiel
induced transitions, i.e., the Fre´edericksz transition and th
AF-F transition, in a model which takes into account t
intralayer elastic distortion, the nearest-neighbor interla
interaction, the coupling of spontaneous polarization w
applied field, and the surface anchoring. We find that

FIG. 6. Variations of minimized free energy densityf ha ~in
units of U) for the antiferroelectric (0<E,EU) and ferroelectric
(EL,E,EU) states, plotted as functions ofE at U54J. The first-
order transition is marked by the arrow atEth52.63U/P0.

FIG. 7. The discontinuity in the relative orientation of adjace
smectic layers at the thermodynamic transition is plotted as a fu
tion of J/U for 2J,U.
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moderately thin cells, the Fre´edericksz transition, characte
ized by a director rotation in the same sense in adjac
layers, occurs at a critical field that is inversely proportion
to the cell thickness, while the AF-F transition, characterized
by opposite director rotations in adjacent layers, occurs
another much higher critical field which is independent
the cell thickness. We show that the Fre´edericksz transition
is of second order, while the AF-F transition can be eithe
first order or second order, depending on the relative he
of the free energy barrier separatingSC* and SCA* . This
suggests a mechanism for the crossover from trista

FIG. 8. Critical electric fields~in units of U/P0) are shown as
functions ofJ/U for 2J,U,10J. The solid line denotesEL ~the
lower limit of metastability of theF phase!, the dashed line denote
the thermodynamic transition atEth , and the dash-dotted line de
notesEU ~the upper limit of metastability of the AF phase!.
.
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F-AF-F switching @1# to continuous V-shaped switching
i.e., thresholdless antiferroelectricity@6#.

To conclude this paper, we point out that our model co
be improved in a number of ways. In the present model,
only control parameter is the ratio ofJ to U, as only the first
two harmonics are incorporated in the interlayer interacti
Including higher harmonics should make the model qual
tively and quantitatively more correct. Second,U, J, andP0
are treated as field-independent material constants. Howe
it has been shown experimentally that the spontaneous p
ization in AFLC’s is only;10% of that estimated on th
assumption that all the permanent molecular dipoles are
fectly aligned @12#. Because pE;0.1kBT ~when p;3
310229 C m is the molecular dipole moment andE
;107 V/m), the spontaneous polarization is expected to
field dependent, and it may further lead to a field-depend
interlayer interaction. Finally, it has been experimentally o
served that a large spatially alternating spontaneous pola
tion, parallel to the LC molecular tilt plane, exists in th
layer-layer boundaries@13#. This longitudinal polarization
could lead to an electric-field–dipole coupling quite differe
from that caused by the transverse spontaneous polariza
perpendicular to the molecular tilt plane. It remains to
seen how significant these additional factors may be in al
ing the qualitative nature of the phenomena that we h
modeled in this paper.
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